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Abstract

Recurrent Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) poses a health threat to patients 

and a health care burden to society. Fecal Microbiota Transplantation (FMT) or 

donor feces infusion is a promising treatment modality to treat recurrent CDI. 

Cost-effectiveness and cost-utility analyses were performed comparing FMT with 

conventional antibiotic therapy with vancomycin, with or without a whole bowel 

lavage.  Analyses were performed from a societal perspective with the costs per day 

free of diarrhoea, and the costs per quality adjusted life-year as primary outcome 

measures. The original trial was prematurely stopped because of overwhelming 

clinical evidence in favour of FMT. Based on available data at the moment of trial 

termination, the extra costs per day free of diarrhea amounted to €19.5, while the 

extra costs per QALY equalled €20,111, with the assumption that patients failing on 

vancomycin treatment remain untreated. Accounting for downstream treatment 

costs of non-response to vancomycin, mean cost savings of €429 per patient 

were observed. Donor feces infusion is an efficient health care intervention when 

compared to conventional therapy with vancomycin, with or without bowel lavage. 
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Background

Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is the most prominent cause of antibiotic 

associated diarrhea.1 Infections are mostly seen as secondary infection in patients 

who are initially admitted and treated with broad spectrum antibiotics for other 

illnesses. A small proportion of patients is admitted for an initial (primary) CDI. Both 

primary and secondary infections are linked to a marked increase in hospital costs. 

Although there is considerable variability in registration due to sample size and 

variation in comorbidity, several studies demonstrate, on average, a doubling of 

hospital costs when a nosocomial C. difficile infection (secondary CDI) is involved.2-5 

Increased length of stay, nursing in isolation or development of severe CDI are 

independent contributing factors for increasing hospital costs. In persistent disease 

with recurrent relapses costs increase even further.6 Previous data have estimated 

the cost of recurrent disease at 3000 dollars  per episode,7 but with the increase of 

hypervirulent strains, and the increasing older population, the attributable costs of 

recurrent disease are currently deemed higher and are estimated around 11.000 

dollars.6 

First infections are generally treated with a 10-14 day course of oral metronidazole 

or vancomycin. Relapses, experienced in 20-25% of patients, are treated with an 

additional antibiotic course. A small proportion of patients experiences relapse 

after relapse. With every subsequent recurrence the chance of success diminishes.8, 

9 Persistent spores, a hampering immune system, reinfection with a different strain 

or diminished abundance of intestinal flora are held responsible.10-13

Suggested therapies are longer courses of tapered vancomycin regimens, 

immunoglobulin infusions, or newer antibiotics such as fidaxomicin.14, 15 However, 

for recurrent disease, these treatment strategies are not evidence based.  An 

ultimatum refugium is often found in a donor feces infusion or Fecal Microbiota 

Transplantation (FMT), in which a suspension of feces from a healthy, screened 

donor is infused in the bowel.16-18 Numerous case reports and case series as well 

as a recent trial report impressive success rates of  more than 90%.19-21  Alongside 

this trial cost-effectiveness and cost-utility analyses were planned to assess the 

efficiency of FMT against conventional antibiotic treatment with vancomycin in 

patients with CDI. 
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Methods

Design of clinical study
The design and clinical outcomes of the trial have been extensively reported 

elsewhere.22 In short, patients with a proven relapse of CDI, both in and outside 

the hospital, were either randomised to an experimental treatment with donor 

feces infusion, or a conventional treatment with vancomycin; the latter was given 

solely or combined with a whole bowel lavage. The intervention arm, in which 

donor feces infusions were given, consisted of pre-treatment with four days of 

oral vancomycin (500 mg qid), followed by whole bowel lavage, and a donor feces 

infusion through a nasoduodenal tube. Feces of screened, healthy volunteer donors 

were used. Patients who failed after a first infusion were given a second infusion. 

Follow up was 10 weeks. Patients who failed in one of the two antibiotic arms were 

offered a donor feces infusion off protocol. The study was prematurely stopped 

following an advice of the safety committee, due to the overwhelming contrast in 

response among the different intervention groups in favor of donor feces infusion. 

Type of economic evaluation, perspective and time horizon
The economic evaluation of donor feces infusion was performed as a cost-

effectiveness as well as a cost-utility analysis with the costs per day free of diarrhea 

and the costs per quality adjusted life year (QALY) as primary outcomes respectively. 

The cost-effectiveness analysis enables the comparison of different interventions 

for patients with CDI, while the cost-utility analysis enables the comparison of 

different interventions across different patient populations and different health 

care settings. Both analyses were performed from a societal perspective with a 

time horizon of 10 weeks. The societal perspective was chosen to include the non-

reimbursable expenses made by patients; however, production losses resulting 

from sick leave from work were marginally addressed, because of the high average 

age of patients. In view of the episodic nature of CDI, a 10-weeks’ time horizon was 

considered sufficiently long to observe potential recurrent disease of the initial 

CDI episode. 

The comparator
In the clinical study, donor feces infusion was both compared to (i) vancomycin-

only treatment as well as to (ii) vancomycin treatment with bowel lavage. Because 

a whole bowel lavage was part of the donor feces infusion protocol, differences in 
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health effects with vancomycin only treatment as most prevailing practice in the 

Netherlands could theoretically originate from the bowel lavage rather than the 

donor feces. Hence, the second comparator was added to enable the attribution of 

differences in health effects to the use of donor feces. In the economic evaluation, 

both antibiotic treatment groups (vancomycin only and vancomycin combined 

with bowel lavage) were pooled into a single comparator for donor feces infusion. 

Both vancomycin regimes showed similar clinical results,22 the extra costs of the 

bowel lavage was limited to just €16, and pooling of the comparators reduced 

the uncertainty that resulted from the small patient numbers following the early 

stopping of the trial. 

Used resources and data gathering
Volumes of antibiotic treatment, bowel lavage, donor feces infusion, tube placement, 

inpatient hospital stay, days spent in isolation, outpatient hospital treatment and 

out-of-hospital treatment (by general practitioner, dietician, social worker, other) 

were gathered with clinical report forms and patient questionnaires taken at days 0, 

14, 35 and 70. Following failure of therapy no further questionnaires were taken. Also, 

if a patient failed on one of the two conventional antibiotic arms and was offered 

a donor feces infusion off protocol, no further questionnaires were taken. Potential 

donors were screened extensively. Donors were unpaid volunteers and completed 

a questionnaire to exclude persons with a lifestyle that might have put them at 

risk for contracting or carrying infectious diseases. Feces and blood of donors were 

screened for pathogenic organisms that could be transferred through a donor feces 

infusion. In order to prevent costly screening for all pathogens, feces of donors were 

initially screened for parasites, Clostridium difficile, and enteropathogenic bacteria. If 

no pathogens were found, potential donors were subsequently screened in blood 

for the presence of antibodies against the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), 

human T-cell lymphotropic virus (HTLV) types 1 and 2; hepatitis A, B and C virus; 

cytomegalovirus (CMV); Epstein-Barr virus (EBV); Treponema pallidum; Strongyloides 

stercoralis; and Entamoeba histolytica. Additional testing was performed if a CMV 

IgG test or a total hepatitis A test was positive (IgM for CMV, IgM for hepatitis A) 5% at 

maximum of all donors), to discriminate between a chronic and an acute infection. 

Recipients of donor feces were also screened for CMV and EBV.

Out-of-pocket expenses for non-reimbursable resources like over-the-counter 

medication, adjusted diet, home care or domestic help, devices (e.g. bedpan) and 
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health care related travel were gathered with an adapted version of the Dutch 

Health and Labour questionnaire.23 Patients reported the out-of-pocket expenses 

spent, not the related volumes of resources. As expected, the age of patients at 

inclusion was high; production losses associated with C. difficile infection were 

measured with the same questionnaire, but were annotated rather than reported. 

Unit costing
Unit costs of FMT included the unit costs of the (patient and donor) screening 

tests, bowel lavage, four days of vancomycin treatment, and the infusion of donor 

feces through a nasoduodenal tube. A bottom-up unit costing exercise in the trial 

coordinating center was performed that reflected the costs of personnel, material 

and overhead of the donor feces infusion protocol. FMT was offered to outpatient 

patients in day care setting, for which the unit costs of a single day care treatment 

(see below) was added. Unit costs of the different vancomycin regimens (500 mg 

four times daily for four days in case of donor feces infusion, or alternatively, 14 days 

of 500 mg four times daily for the comparator treatment) were based on the Dutch 

Pharmacotherapeutic Compass.

The unit costs of different cost components (hospital inpatient day, day care 

treatment, days spent in a nursing home, hospital visits, providers of extramural care) 

were taken from the Dutch costing guideline for health care research.24 The unit 

costs of nursing in isolation per inpatient hospital day were derived from research 

on screening for Staphylococcus aureus infection25; these unit costs were further 

differentiated to cover the higher cleaning costs of preventing further spread of the 

CDI. The out-of-pocket expenses were estimated from the patients’ self-reports on 

the provided questionnaires in Euros per week and per type of non-reimbursable 

resource used. These costs were multiplied with the number of weeks in-between 

successive measurements and summed over the follow-up period. Unit costs were 

expressed in Euros for the base year 2014; unit costs from other calendar years 

were price indexed using the national general consumer price indices as published 

by Statistics Netherlands (statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb/publication/?PA=71311ned; 

September 2014, access date November 9th, 2014). 

Outcomes
The number of days without diarrhea during the study period was counted. The 

number of days free from failure was calculated as free of diarrhea, the maximal 
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amount of days without diarrhea was 70. The health status of patients was 

additionally measured with the EQ-5D (The EuroQol Group, 1990), at day 0 and 

at days 14, 35 and 70 following intervention. The EQ-5D measured to what extent 

(none, some, serious) patients experienced problems for each of the following 

dimensions: mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, or mood (anxiety/

depression). If a patient failed in one of the conventional antibiotic arms, and 

received a subsequent FMT no further questionnaires were taken.  For these 

situations two different scenarios were applied to the remainder of the follow-up. 

In the base case scenario it was assumed that patients did not receive a donor 

feces infusion, and their health status had returned to its original level before 

initiation of treatment (realistic scenario). In a second scenario it was assumed that 

patients did not receive a donor feces infusion, and that the last available health 

status assessment prior to failure would be representative for the remainder of the 

follow-up period (optimistic scenario). The valuations – in terms of assigning health 

utility scores - of the observed and partially assumed EQ-5D scoring profiles were 

derived from previous research based on the time trade-off elicitation technique 

during interviews with adults from the general population. Health utilities for Dutch 

inhabitants were used in the primary analysis26 (range: -0,323 for serious problems 

in all domains to 1 for no problems at all in any domain; death takes the value of 0); 

alternatively,  the internationally frequently used health utilities for UK inhabitants 

were applied 27 (ranging from -0.59 to 1 with death taking the value of 0). To calculate 

the number of QALYs per patient, the product sum of the derived health utilities 

with the lengths in years of the periods between the actual measurements and the 

previous ones was taken. The quality-adjusted life year (QALY) is routinely used as a 

summary measure of health outcome for economic evaluation, which incorporates 

the impact on both the quantity and quality of life. Each year in perfect health is 

assigned the value of 1.0 down to a value of 0.0 for being dead.

Confidence intervals
Because of skewed distributions and to account for uncertainty resulting from 

sampling variability, differences between groups were assessed by calculating 95% 

confidence intervals for the mean differences after correction for bias and using 

accelerated non-parametric bootstrapping, drawing 1,000 samples of the same 

sizes as the original groups (17 patients in the donor feces infusion group and 

26 patients in the vancomycin with or without whole bowel lavage group) with 

replacement.
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Analyses
Patient characteristics in the comparator groups at baseline were compared with the 

Chi-square test for categorical data and the Student’s T-test for numerical data. The 

extra costs per additional day free of diarrhea and the extra costs per additional QALY 

were calculated for FMT in comparison with the pooled vancomycin treatments. 

Bootstrap results for the extra costs per additional QALY were reported with a cost-

effectiveness figure with differences in costs on the Y-axis and differences in QALY 

on the X-axis. Subsequently, a cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for donor feces 

infusion was derived, expressing the probability of donor feces infusion being cost-

effective for various levels of society’s willingness-to-pay per QALY (ranging from € 

0 to € 100,000 per QALY).

Scenario analyses were performed to study the impact of applying the international 

health utilities and of applying the optimistic scenario for a patient’s health status 

following failure of vancomycin treatment. A sensitivity analysis was performed 

to account for the downstream cost-consequences of off-protocol donor feces 

infusion to patients who failed on vancomycin treatment. The primary analysis was 

limited to the time horizon of 10 weeks. If patients failing on vancomycin treatment 

with or without bowel lavage were to be left untreated, then the negative health 

effects would endure beyond this limited time horizon of 10 weeks, which should 

then have to be prolonged to provide an unbiased comparison of donor feces 

infusion with the combined vancomycin group. Instead of prolonging the time 

horizon, the costs of treating patients with donor feces infusion after failure of the 

vancomycin regimen were estimated. A second sensitivity analysis was performed 

to account for potential differences at baseline in health utility levels of the 

compared study groups. This was accomplished by assuming that in absence of 

treatment the baseline health utility levels would not have changed during the 10 

week’s time horizon. Their QALY equivalents (the baseline health utility levels times 

10, divided by 52) were subtracted from the actual QALYs calculated for patients 

and a new comparison was made. Given low patient numbers of this study no 

subgroup analyses were performed. 
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Results

Patient characteristics
Table 1 shows the baseline demographic and clinical characteristics in the 

comparator groups. Patients receiving FMT were slightly older and showed higher 

baseline health utility. As for the other characteristics, these differences were not 

significant, but the sample sizes are low. The probable clinically relevant difference 

in health utility level may bias the QALY results in favor of donor feces infusion. 

Direct medical costs and out-of-pocket expenses
Table 2 shows the unit costs, the mean use of health care and the related mean costs 

per patient for both the donor feces infusion group (n=17) and the vancomycin 

group with or without whole bowel lavage (n=26). Also, the mean out-of-pocket 

expenses by patients themselves are displayed. The unit costs of FMT excluding the 

unit costs of day care treatment were €1,184. It encompassed the costs of screening 

(€547), the material costs of bowel lavage, vancomycin and nasoduodenal tube 

(€592) and the personnel costs of preparation of the fecal suspension and tube 

placement (€45), all including 25% overhead. On average, patients needed 1.12 feces 

infusions, costing €1,324. The mean costs of the combined comparator treatments 

of vancomycin with or without bowel lavage amounted to €1,224. FMT was further 

associated with 5.8 hospital inpatient days (including day care treatments), costing 

€2,719, and 5.5 days in a nursing home, costing €1,455. Vancomycin treatment with 

or without bowel lavage was associated with 4.9 hospital inpatient days, costing 

€2,433, and 6.1 days in a nursing home, costing €1,609. The total mean cost per 

patient for the FMT group was €6,358 (95% CI: €2,952 to €10,594). In the antibiotic 

group (with or without bowel lavage) these costs were €5,784 (95% CI: €3,561 to 

€8,252). The difference of €573 between both groups was not significant (95% CI: 

minus €3,783 to €5,745).

Indirect non-medical costs of production loss 
Seven patients (16.3%) had a paid job at the moment of inclusion. Six of these seven 

patients were randomized to the vancomycin with or without bowel lavage group. 

Two of them indicated they worked their normal number of hours per week or 

more, 2 patients indicated to have worked fewer hours per week for a reason other 

than their intestinal infection, 1 patient indicated to have worked fewer hours due 

to intestinal infection (20 hours less on day 14 and day 35, 12 hours less on day 70), 
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and 1 patient did not specify the reason for working fewer hours a week. The only 

patient with a paid job in the FMT group indicated at day 14 to have worked 40 

hours per week less because of intestinal infection, and at day 70 to have worked 

40 hours less because of a reason other than the intestinal infection. At a unit 

cost of approximately €30 per lost working hour24 these figures would result in 

mean costs of production loss of €141 in the donor feces infusion group and €185 

in the combined vancomycin treatment group. Considering the low number of 

patients with a paid job and the overrepresentation (by chance) of these patients 

in the combined vancomycin group, it was decided that the cost estimates for 

production loss were too unreliable and should therefore not be included in the 

total costs in Table 2.

Number of diarrhea-free days and number of QALYs
The number of days free of diarrhea in the donor feces infusion group averaged 

66.5 days (95% CI: 62.9 to 70.0), in the vancomycin with or without bowel lavage 

group 37.1 days (95% CI: 29.3 to 46.6). The difference between the two groups was 

29.4 days (95% CI: 17.1 to 39.6) in favor of patients who underwent a donor feces 

infusion (p=0.001). 

The maximum amount of QALY’s a patient could generate in the follow-up period 

of 10 weeks was 0.1923 (= 10/52). Based on the Dutch valuation of health states, 

patients who underwent FMT generated on average 0.1104 QALYs (95% CI: 0.0834 

to 0.1360) in both the realistic and the optimistic scenario (see methods). The 

vancomycin with or without bowel lavage group generated an average of 0.0819 

QALYs (95% CI: 0.0540 to 0.1070) under the realistic scenario and a mean 0.0848 

QALYs (95% CI: 0.0562 to 0.1106) under the optimistic scenario. The difference in 

QALYs between the groups was 0.0285 (95% CI:  minus 0.0099 to 0.0651) under the 

realistic scenario and 0.0256 (95% CI: minus 0.0112 to 0.0613) under the optimistic 

scenario. In comparison, based on the internationally most frequently used valuation 

of health states, donor feces infusion generated on average 0.0934 QALYs (95% CI: 

0.0614 to 0.1245) under the realistic and optimistic scenarios. Vancomycin with or 

without bowel lavage was associated with 0.0568 QALYs on average (95% CI: 0.0219 

to 0.0881) under the realistic scenario and 0.0614 QALYs on average (95% CI: 0.0273 

to 0.0925) under the optimistic scenario. The difference between treatment groups 

was 0.0367 (95% CI: minus 0.0087 to 0.0786) under the realistic and 0.032 (95% CI: 

minus 0.0128 to 0.0747) under the optimistic scenario. 
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Incremental costs-effectiveness ratios and scenario analyses
The extra costs per additional day free of diarrhea were €19.5. The extra costs per 

additional QALY were €20,111 under the realistic and €22,389 under the optimistic 

scenarios respectively. Applying the UK rather than Dutch health utility values, the 

extra costs per additional QALY were €15,660 under the realistic and €17,911 under 

the optimistic scenarios respectively. Figure 1a shows the differences in costs 

(vertical axis) and QALYs (horizontal axis; based on Dutch health utilities under the 

realistic scenario) between FMT and vancomycin with or without bowel lavage 

after 1,000 bootstrap replications. FMT is more effective and cheaper (lower right 

quadrant in Figure 1a) than vancomycin with or without bowel lavage in 40.7% of 

the bootstrap replications; in 7% of the bootstraps replications FMT is less effective 

and more expensive (upper left quadrant). In 51.7% of the bootstrap replications, 

FMT is more effective, but also more expensive (upper right quadrant). In 0.6% 

of the bootstrap replications, FMT is less effective, but also cost saving (lower left 

quadrant). 

Figure 1b shows the corresponding cost-effectiveness acceptability curve with the 

probability of donor feces infusion being cost-effective (vertical axis) for various 

levels of willingness-to-pay per QALY (horizontal axis). It shows that if society is not 

willing to pay for additional QALYs, then the probability of donor feces infusion 

being cost-effective equals 0.413 (summing the percentages of the lower left and 

lower right quadrants in Figure 1a). If society is willing to pay all the related costs 

as long as it is more effective than a vancomycin regimen, then the probability 

of donor feces infusion being cost-effective is 0.924 at maximum (summing the 

percentages of the upper and lower right quadrants in Figure 1a). At a reasonable 

upper limit of society’s willingness to pay per QALY in the Netherlands of €80,000, 

the probability equals 0.674. 

Sensitivity analyses
Accounting for health utility levels at baseline, the QALY gain following FMT would 

remain non-significantly higher compared to the pooled vancomycin regimens 

(realistic scenario: 0.0104, 95%CI: minus 0.0106 to 0.0336; optimistic scenario: 0.0075, 

95%CI: minus 0.0183 to 0.0349). This would increase the extra costs per additional 

QALY from €20,111 to €55,112 under the realistic and from €22,389 to €77,454 

under the optimistic scenario. Eighteen patients who failed on a vancomycin 

regimen received one or two donor feces infusions off-protocol. The mean costs 
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per patient treated with vancomycin with or without bowel lavage (n=26) of these 

off-protocol donor feces infusions were €1,002 (95% CI: €683 to €1,366). Under 

the assumption that donor feces infusion as rescue treatment would compensate 

for the health loss in terms of QALYs following failure of a vancomycin regimen, 

it would mean that starting with donor feces infusion as first line treatment in all 

patients would be cost saving by €1,002 minus €573 (the initial mean difference 

between both comparators), or €429 per patient. 

Discussion

This study shows that FMT or donor feces infusion is very likely to be cost-effective 

when compared to treatment with vancomycin with or without bowel lavage 

as treatment modality for recurrent CDI. Cost-effectiveness was demonstrated 

comparing two groups who eventually both were offered FMT. If a comparison 

could be made between patients who receive donor feces infusion and those who 

have no access to donor feces infusion as rescue treatment, the difference in cost 

would be expected to be significantly larger, in favor of FMT. In our study, patients 

who were treated with vancomycin and failed were offered FMT directly after failure. 

With the high success rate of FMT in these patients, they were not exposed to future 

antibiotic courses, which limits future cost of treatment. However, with regard to 

available data, patients with recurrent disease who do not receive FMT would 

be dependent on repeated courses of vancomycin, often combined with other 

expensive rescue therapies with extremely low success rates, leading to increasing 

costs.1, 14 Although the differences in QALYs between the groups - both in the most 

plausible and the optimistic scenario at treatment failure as well in the national and 

international preference values for health states – were not statistically significant 

due to the small number of patients, the observed relative gain in QALYs is clinically 

relevant and also reflects the clear difference in diarrhea-free days between the 

two groups. Patients who received donor feces had in general lower performance 

status, higher age and comorbidity, which further contributes to the imbalance 

between the groups. 

FMT is a strategy that comes with significant cost, mainly attributable to donor 

screening. Half of the cost of FMT is derived from donor screening. Decrease in cost 

can be reached if a single (periodically) screened donor can be used for several 
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infusions. Restricting donor feces infusions to a certain number of health care 

facilities can therefore be economically preferable. The development of frozen stool 

batches, from a single donor is another promising option, although effectiveness 

of frozen products needs to be demonstrated.28, 29 Eventually, the development of 

standardized bacterial preparations with the right combination of bacteria to treat 

recurrent C. difficile should ideally replace FMT, which would make donor screening 

unnecessary. As in previous clinical data, our study displays that recurrent CDI 

occurs mainly in an older population, with low performance status and significant 

comorbidity, in which loss of work or loss of productivity can not be taken into 

account. This limits the value of the cost effectiveness analysis from a societal 

perspective. Another limitation of our study is the small patient population, which 

limits the interpretation of the utility of donor feces infusion. 

C. difficile infection severely impairs a patient’s health, and often several different 

expensive treatment modalities are given in clinical practice.1 However, it is important 

to determine what the acceptable costs of an effective treatment might be. With 

the burden of disease and the additional costs of persistent and recurrent disease, 

for a successful treatment the upper limit of Dutch society’s willingness to pay 

per additional QALY of €80,000 would be a reasonable threshold. Using this upper 

limit, already two out of three cases of donor feces infusion could be designated 

as efficient health care. This assumes that patients failing  vancomycin treatment 

are left untreated. If the downstream costs of treating failures to vancomycin by 

offering off-protocol FMT as rescue treatment are taken into account, donor feces 

infusion will be the dominant treatment  because it eventually saves money and 

results in at least equal QALY gains, irrespective of health utility levels at baseline. 

Recurrent C. difficile infection has tremendous impact, both physically for patients 

and economically for society. In this light, with the demonstration that FMT is not only 

clinically superior to current antibiotic therapies but also economically preferable, 

this study gives an additional reason not to withhold this unconventional therapy 

until an equally successful alternative has been developed.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics

Donor feces 
infusion

(N=17)

Vancomycin +/- 
bowel lavage 

(N=26)

Difference P-value

Age in years (95% CI) 72.4

(66.9 to 77.8)

67.3

(61.4 to 73.1)

5.1

(-2.2 to 12.0)

0.25

Male gender, n (%) 8 (47.1) 16 (61.5) 0.35

Admitted at randomisation, n (%) 5 (29.4) 8 (30.8) 0.93

Charlson comorbidity index  (95% CI) 2.4

(1.9 to 2.9)

2.2

(1.4 to 3.1)

0.2

(-1.0 to 1.2)

0.76

Karnofsky  (95% CI) 51.2

(44.1 to 58.8)

53.1

(45.8 to 60.4)

-1.9

(-11.9 to 8.4)

0.75

Health utility (Dutch valuations) 0.484

(0.317 to 0.637)

0.39

(0.24 to 0.527)

0.094

(-0.12 to 0.294)

0.42

Difference in mean QALYs (realistic scenario)
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Figure 1a. Cost-effectiveness plane, showing differences between donor feces infusion and vancomycine 
with or without bowel lavage after 1,000 bootstrap replications. Differences in mean total costs are shown 
on the Y-avxis, differences in mean QALYs based on Dutch valuations of health states and under the realistic 
scenario (see text) are shown on the horizontal axis.
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Table 2. Volume of care and cost of donor feces infusion compared to vancomycin with or without bowel 
lavage, means per patient. 

Donor feces infusion (N=17) Vancomycin +/- bowel 
lavage (N=26)

Resource Unit  
cost in 
2014 €

Mean volume 
per patient 

(95% CI)

Mean costs 
per patient 

(95% CI)

Mean 
volume 

per patient 
(95% CI)

Mean costs 
per patient 

(95% CI)

Mean 
difference in 

costs (95% CI)

Donor feces 
infusion without 
day care 
treatment*

1,184 1.12

(1.1 to 1.18)

1,324

(1,184 to 1,463)

- - 100

(-41 to 308)

Vancomycin with 
or without bowel 
lavage

1,232

1,215

- - 1.0 1,224

(1,221 to 1,226)

Hospital days &

day care 
treatment

496**

277

5.8

(2.4 to 9.9)

2,719

(980 to 4,891)

4.9

(1.8 to 8.5)

2,433

(878 to 4,220)

276

(-2,792 to 3,532)

Nursing home 
days

263 5.5

(0 to 11.3)

1,455

(0 to 2,971)

6.1

(1.4 to 12.9)

1,609

(364 to 3,404)

-154

(-2,683 to 2,426)

Isolation during 
inpatient stay in 
days

31 5.1

(2.1 to 8.9)

161

(67 to 280)

6.6

(3 to 10.7)

208

(96 to 338)

-47

(-249 to 163)

Outpatient clinic 
visits

78** 3.0

(0.9 to 6)

234

(73 to 472)

0.9

(0.4 to 1.5)

72

(33 to 117)

162

(-18 to 430)

General 
practitioner 
consults

31 0.2 

(0.1 to 0.4)

7 

(4 to 11)

0.3 

(0.1 to 0.5)

8 

(2 to 15)

-1 

(-12 to 9)

Other care 
giver*** consults

22 to 36 0.1 

(0 to 0.1)

2 

(0 to 4)

0.2 

(0.1 to 0.4)

6 

(1 to 12)

-5 

(-12 to 2)

Home care in 
hours

39 10.3 

(2.5 to 20.6)

399 

(98 to 799)

4.9 

(1.1 to 9.8)

188 

(43 to 379)

211

(-154 to 638)

Incontinence 
material in days

2.2 8.4 

(2.4 to 15.5)

18 

(5 to 34)

3.4 

(1.1 to 6.5)

7 

(2 to 14)

11 

(-4 to 28)

Out-of-pocket 
expenses

38 

(0 to 76)

18 

(0 to 48)

20 

(-36 to 102)

Total 6,358

(2,952 to 10,594)

5,784

(3,561 to 8,252)

573 

(-3,783 to 5,745)

* this includes personnel, material, whole bowel lavage, 5 days of vancomycin, but excludes day care 
admission; **assumption: 90% general, 10% academic; *** dietician, specialized nurse, social worker
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Figure 1b. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, showing the probability of FMT being cost-effective on 
the Y-axis at different levels of society’s willingness-to-pay per QALY on the X-axis.
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